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From the editors
In the beginning of this
journey, we at Access Magazine
sought to explore the creative
forces that drive San Jose and
the greater Silicon Valley.
In our first issue, we looked
at different elements of the
abstract concept of beauty.
Silicon Valley is often known for
its leading role in technological
Rain Stites
Raechel Price
innovations, but it is the natural
world surrounding us that
makes San Jose so beautifully
unique. It was important to us that we understood what was
attractive about this area before delving deeper.
What makes up this place goes beyond the stereotypes.
The contrast of new and old contributes to the rich history
of this city. San Jose is a mixed culture with a mixed identity.
No one thing defines it. While we have a contrast between
technology and agriculture, we all are affected by the things that
make up our city; we have adapted to each other’s differences.
As we adapt to the technology that has defined this area, its
impact on our lives is found in places you’d least expect. Whether
it’s art, sports or medicine, advancements in technology have
had an impact on the way we learn, create, think and feel.
This issue is a synthesis of everything we have learned thus
far. We thank you for joining us on this adventure.

Dan Fenstermacher
Stacy Torres
Kato Guzman
Jennifer Gonzalez
Francisco Franco

Find us online!
accessmagsjsu.wordpress.com
facebook.com/AccessMagSJSU
Instagram: @accessmagsjsu

Photo by Dan Fenstermacher

Bank of Italy Building, downtown San Jose

Aerial photography

Drone technology is making aerial photography cheaper and less time-

consuming. Photographer Dan Fenstermacher, a graduate student at SJSU,
takes aerial photographs of downtown San Jose and the greater Bay Area
with a GoPro Hero 3 mounted to a DJI Phantom 2 model drone.
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Keith Arbogast
A classical man
Article and photo by Raven Swayne
Keith Arbogast, a sophomore music performance
major at San Jose State University, started playing
trumpet in middle school. He only picked up the
trumpet because his mother thought the drums, his
preferred instrument, were too loud. Now he is one of
the few 19-year-olds that can say he’s played alongside
singer/songwriter Josh Groban. Arbogast is from an
engineering family who was hesitant about him earning
his degree in music. While he perfects his craft at SJSU,
his dreams of “making it” is starting to come true.

Do you prefer playing solo or
in a group?
I guess I like large setting play more than I like solo
play. Marching band was cool because it got me kind of
good at my instrument but I didn’t do it for the love of
music. I did it because it was like “ooh hard core” you
know? I love playing solo but I would rather play in a
big ensemble.

I heard you played at a Josh Groban
concert. How was that?
To be honest, I didn’t know who he was but it was

Arbogast hopes his love of music will rub off on

intense. The gig was like a solo thing. So I opened then

other young students from his hometown of Morgan

it was just me with the orchestra playing some notes in

Hill, where he gives high school students music lessons

the background. The scariest part of the gig wasn’t even

a few hours each week. He allowed me to sit in at one

the gig itself; they didn’t give me music! They sent me

of his rehearsals before our interview. As an outsider,

an email with a recording in it. I’m a classical major and

I could see his enthusiasm while he was playing. In

that was jazz so I had to learn it in a week and it was

the beginning, Arbogast wasn’t expecting
to love the trumpet or performing, but
now he said he can’t get enough of it.

scary but somehow I managed to do it.

What is the hardest part about
performing?
Performing isn’t the bad part, it’s the
before performing, the pre-game. I have
to be constantly in the zone because if I’m
not in the zone and I try to go out there and
perform, it’s a train wreck. But if I get in the
zone I’m totally cool, calm and collected. It’s
the make or break part.

What happens after college?
I always wanted to teach. I really want to push
myself and see if I can get to a performance level because
where I come from there weren’t many musicians. So,
Arbogast practices Gustav
Mahler's 5th Symphony, one of his
favorite pieces of music

now I wonder if I can make it. But if I don’t make it, I
would love to teach.
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Article by Stacy Torres
Rosa Delgado picked up her first camera when she
was in elementary school. She still remembers the little
Minolta film camera her dad gave her.
“I would take it to school and take photos of friends,”
Delgado said. “Then I would take it to Walgreens to
develop the film.”
This was during the days before digital
photography and phone apps such as Snapchat and
Instagram existed.
Delgado took her first photography class in high
school, when film was still used.
Digital cameras were just being introduced but they
were not as sophisticated as they are now.
“It was terrible quality,” Delgado said of the images
produced with the few digital cameras available.
Today Delgado is the proud owner of her own
photography business in San Francisco.
Although the technology and software available
for photography has improved greatly, if she had it her
way, she would shoot in film completely.
According to Delgado, shooting with a film camera
allows her to slow down rather than shoot away without
much thought.
“You take your time and work on your composition,”
Delgado said.

She said it’s like Christmas when she finally gets to
see the images she produced.
However, Delgado still appreciates the perks of
digital photography, especially the learning process it
offers since she can find and fix mistakes immediately
with Photoshop.
“As long as you're using it to improve yourself
and create your own creative vision, then great!”
Delgado said.
One of the biggest problems Delgado sees in the
technological advancements of photography is the
distorted perceptions it creates, especially body image.
She’s had clients ask her to edit their physical
appearance to make them look slimmer.
“We’re forgetting what the real world is like,”
Delgado said.
Nowadays everyone can take a photograph even
without a traditional camera.
Apps such as Snapchat and Instagram give any cell
phone user the ability to capture images and edit them
with a simple click and swipe.
For Delgado, these types of apps are fun but they
still diminish the artistic value of photography.
“Everyone takes photos, snaps away at every
little thing and forgets to live in the moment,”
Delgado said.
ccess
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From

orchards Apple:
to

More than

Article by Kimberly Johnson
Background photo: View of a woman
standing in the middle of a dusty,
deserted, tree-lined Brokaw Road
in 1905. A low wooden fence and
elm trees line both sides of the road.
Santa Clarans at the time referred to
this scenic thoroughfare as “Lover’s
Lane.” (Courtesy of the Clyde
Arbuckle Photograph Collection and
the SJPL California Room)

S

an Jose, a city of 1 million
people, is a place where
diversity is commonplace
and technology is hardwired into
the community. This is Sharks
territory. This is the land of Apple
Inc. This is Silicon Valley.
San Jose has defined itself as a
city of innovation and progression
with a global impact. As part of the
greater Santa Clara County, San
Jose has been home to some of the

200 years of

San Jose history

greatest minds and universities in
the world. It is where the future is
the focus of collaborative efforts.
Here, we strive for the next
best thing.
More than two centuries ago,
however, apples were just a fruit
and sharks were predators of the
sea. Before highways and Google
Maps, California was a vast land
of uncharted terrain. San Jose was
built by determined and dedicated
pioneers of a different time who
paved the way for the future of our
glorious home.
In order to achieve our goals
for the future, we must examine
what took place to get San Jose
here. We must look almost
two and a half centuries into
the past.

On a mission
El Camino Real is the 600-mile trail

taken by the first Spanish expedition
through California beginning at
the Mission San Diego de Alcala
in San Diego and ending at the

Mission San Francisco Solano in
Sonoma. The trail connects the 21
missions, presidios and pueblos they
established along the way. Today,

distinctive bells have been placed

along the trail to commemorate
their journey.

Settlement
Before the Spaniards came
through what is now called the El
Camino Real, the Ohlone people
inhabited much of the area between
San Francisco and Big Sur. Anyone
who has driven the long stretches
of Highway 101, a major portion of
the El Camino Real, has seen the
untouched hillsides that look similar
now as they did then.
Mexico won their independence
from Spain and took control of

their settlements, including the
missions, along the stretch of land we
call California.
It wasn’t too long, however,
before the U.S. forces fought for
that land in the Mexican-American
War and won. They named San
Jose, the city around Spanish Pueblo
de San Jose Guadalupe, the first
capital of California as it became the
31st state.
Photo by Rain Stites

Growth

Scandalous
local history

Cultivation

Migration

Fa rming was the seed that
sprouted San Jose from a pueblo
to a booming capital. Santa Clara
Valley was nicknamed the “Valley of
Heart’s Delight” and San Jose was
called “The Garden City.”
Prunes and apricots were among
the most popular crops throughout
the county. Canning technology
enabled entrepreneurs and factory
workers to capitalize on this harvest.
As orchards and fields disappeared,
however, so did the factories.
Crops weren’t eliminated
immediately with the tech boom.
Orchards were still abundant until
the 1960s and 1970s. Campbell
resident Carol Barnett, 68,
remembers the summer of 1962
when she and her friends “cut cots”
to pay for school clothes.
“We received 35 cents per tray.
The tray was about 4’ x 6’, not much
money for a lot of work,” she said.
“We were very slow.”
Barnett said she made about
$25. Sometimes the boys and girls
would get in trouble for having fruit
fights in the orchard.

Something about the “Valley of
Heart’s Delight” appealed to east
coasters. The refreshment of wide open
spaces and the prospect of farming the
land was attractive to some. For others,
as Campbell resident Fina Hardin said,
it was the weather.
Hardin, 62, was born in Brooklyn
to Sicilian parents. Her father, Anthony
Sanfilippo, was trained in mathematics
and engineering. In February of 1955,
Trans World Airlines asked him to
come to San Francisco and repair a
tricky airplane engine part, as that was
his specialty.
Sanfilippo called home to check
in on his wife, Franca, and his twoyear-old daughter during a Brooklyn
blizzard. When she asked him how
California was he said the 72 degrees
weather reminded him of Sicily. Trans
World Airlines offered him a job and
he asked her if she would like to move.
“My mother basically said ‘If you
don’t take the job, I am taking the
kid and I am moving back to Sicily
because I am not living though this
winter anymore,’” Hardin explained.
“She hated snow.”
Santa Clara became their new
home. As others immigrants moved to
the area, the “Valley of Heart’s Delight”
became the melting pot of the central
west coast.

May 28, 1896

This Richmond-Chase Company of
San Jose packing company label was
used between 1920-1950. (Courtesy
of the Clyde Arbuckle Ephemera
Collection and SJPL California Room)

Campbell resident James
Dunham murdered his wife,
stepfather, mother-in-law,
brother-in-law, maid and farm
hand at the McGlincy home.
He fled the scene and was
never caught. His motive is still
not known.

Memorial Day, 1933
Allene Lamson was bludgeoned
to death in her Stanford campus
home. Her husband, David
Lamson, was arrested and put
on death row at San Quentin.
After three years of controversial
trials and appeals he was
released. No future arrests
were made and her death was
never explained.

Nov. 9, 1933
San Jose resident Brooke Hart,
son of store owner Alexander
Hart, was kidnapped, mutilated
and murdered by Thomas
Harold Thurmond and Jack
Holmes. On the 27th, a mob
of thousands stormed the jail,
dragged the men to St. James
Park and lynched them from
a tree that has since been
cut down.

Continued on page 10
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Tech-tock.

Tech-tock.

Boom!
Background photo: A 1875 perspective map of San
Jose (Courtesy of the SJPL California Room from
the Historic Map and Atlas Collection)

Computers
Bill Hewlett and Dave Packard, Stanford
graduates of 1935, developed their HP200A in a
Palo Alto garage in the 1940s.
Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak developed the
Apple 1 out of Jobs’ parents’ garage in Los Altos. Its
keyboard for input and TV screen for output started
a revolution in computer operation. One of the last
models is on display at History
San Jose.

Lick Observatory
Entrepreneur James Lick gave a philanthropic donation
to science of 1888. He
donated $700,000
(the modern equivalent
of approximately
$22 million) for the
construction of the Lick
Observatory, under
which he is buried. It
still serves as a facility for
testing technology related
to optical astronomy.
View of the Lick Observatory on
a snowy Mount Hamilton in 1900.
(Courtesy of San Jose Public Library)

Construction of the airship Hangar No. 1 at Moffett Field. The hangar is 1133

feet long, 308 feet wide, 198 feet high and covers eight acres. (Courtesy
of the Clyde Arbuckle Photograph Collection and SJPL California Room)

Aviation & Moffett Field
In 1894, John Montgomery, a professor at Santa Clara College,
experimented with gliders. His work and patents precede the
Wright Brothers by 20 years.
Hangar One, located at Moffett Field near Sunnyvale, is
one of the most identifiable landmarks of the Silicon Valley.
After opening in 1933, it housed naval airships, including the
USS Macon.
Google signed a 60-year lease in 2014 to house their jets
and activity, “related to space, aviation, rover/robotics and
other emerging technologies,” according to a summary of the
lease agreement.

Radio technology
Poulsen Wireless Telephone and Telegraph Company,
renamed Federal Telegraph Company, opened in 1909
in Palo Alto. Their engineers, led by Stanford graduate
Cyril Elwell, heavily progressed long distance wireless
communication. His company introduced the first
commercially successful system of continuous wave
wireless telegraphy and significant improvements to
radio reception.
ccess
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An interview with Bob Bain
Transformations of a 40-year career taking
and teaching photography

Article and background photo by Dan Fenstermacher

San Jose State’s Department
of Academic Technology has had
the privilege of calling upon the
services of photographer Bob Bain
for the last 15 years. Throughout
his 40-year tenure in photography,
he has seen many changes in the
field, most recently encompassing
the digital revolution.
“When I started at 14, part of
what I did was work for the local
weekly newspaper,” Bain said.
The technology used to produce
the newspaper was a “hot lead”
linotype. It was printed on a flatbed
rotary press from 1898.
While in college, Bain worked
during an era of “cold type”
photography using process cameras
and electronic typesetting machines,
which Bain referred to as early highly
specialized computers.

He explained that printing
presses have transitioned to mainly
inkjet printers. Bain said he believes
the print industry is dying.
“Print is going away and yet
there’s more and more demand
for good visuals. We’ve got all this
great online stuff, but the actual
mechanisms that gather and
produce the news content is going
away because they can’t keep
up with the delivery methods of
the internet.”
Likewise, with the change from
film to digital memory cards Bain
said, “I miss film for the romantic
reasons, but I don’t miss film …
because I can do so much more
with digital.”
With the proliferation of
technology there has also come
an influx of digital photography

online and people who call
themselves “photographers.”
“The ones that I find are the
problem are the ones that buy an
expensive camera and think that
makes them a photographer,”
Bain said.
Cameras are becoming smaller
and more lightweight, he said, and
because technology is becoming
more advanced, these cameras
are becoming more affordable.
This encourages untrained people
into thinking themselves skillful at
photography just because they can
afford quality equipment.
The next time you are in the
Instructional Resources Center,
make sure to give Bain a visit
on the third floor for a great
conversation and a cup of his
legendary coffee.

Bain’s website: http://www.robertbain.com
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The digital age

Thousands of movies are
available on small devices able
to fit into the palm of a hand yet
comic books continue to be a
predominantly physical medium.
Comic books have made
tremendous leaps in production
through huge technological
advances yet, in the age of tablets
and digital books, digital comics are
still less popular.

comics

far away

is
Article by Kato Guzman
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Many newer illustrators, inkers
and letterers have moved into the
realm of digital production from a
classically analog mindset.
Cupertino native Mick Gray
made his mark on comics as an
inker. Inkers are unknown heroes of
the comic book industry and spend
hours retracing lines, coloring
artwork from the artists and adding
small details to panels.
Gray has inked for DC Comics
since 2002 and currently teaches
comic book inking at Academy of
Art University in San Francisco.
At a spotlight panel for local
artists at San Jose’s Silicon
Valley Comic Con, Gray admitted
he teaches his students how to
ink with Adobe programs such
Illustrator and InDesign but he
refuses to make the leap to digital
for no reason other than habit and
personal preference.
Former Microsoft engineer
Satoshi Nakajima has developed
an app for creating digital
comics. In his own panel at
the convention, Nakajima said
he believes the reason comic
books have not become
more predominantly digital
is because there is no
standard platform to make
stration

hoto illu

Dillon P

by Raec

hel Price

digital comics. His new app, Swipe,
is meant to fix this problem.
Swipe allows artists and inkers
to put their artwork in layers into
the program. Then the reader can
swipe to advance the animation at
his or her own pace.
ComiXology is the leading
distributor for digital comics and
was ranked as one of the highest
downloaded apps in the Apple App
Store. It was recently purchased by
Amazon in April 2014 in an effort
to release more digital comics,
though not much has come from
this deal.
Marvel has even released its
own Netflix-esque service that
allows users to pay a monthly
subscription cost to read unlimited
comics. The downside for users
is that the newest comics to the
platform are often months old.
Rich Pereira is a local
podcaster, well-known Instagram
personality as @El_Sinestro and
comic book aficionado. He has
been collecting comic books for
25 years.
“I can’t even begin to count
the physical copies I might own,”
Pereira said. “I have the back of
my storage unit stocked with long
boxes which come up to about four
feet in height.”

Pereira has made the switch
to digital comics for the sake of
convenience and to follow the
stories which he feels are more
important than the resale value.
“Convenience and the fact
that (physical) storage is no longer
an issue,” Pereira said. “Another
great feature, if I find out about a
title after its initial run or maybe in
the middle of the run, I don’t have
to worry about trying to track the
issues down or pay a scalper an
exorbitant amount to complete
the run.”
Arnel Cayabyab has been
collecting comics regularly for a
few years but subscribes with his
local comic book shop. Each month
they pull the issues to which he is
subscribed and they hold it for him
to pick up at a small discount.
“Physical books look way better
on a shelf,” Cayabyab said. “But
also, I have a soft spot for brick
and mortar stores that depend on
middlemen cash flow to stay afloat.”
There are concerns in the
comic book community that
many of these stores will die out
with more people switching to
digital comics.
ComiXology addressed this
concern and showed respect to
comic shops by creating a service
that allows comic shops to set up
digital shops with ComiXology.
Comic books are a different
breed of entertainment. A large part
of the comic book experience is
being able to go to local stores and

speak with like-minded individuals
about the books. It also allows for
conversations that lead to readers
finding something they may not
have otherwise known about.
Pereira admitted to missing
the scene of the local comic book
store but the convenience of digital
comics is too enticing.
“At times I do miss it,” Pereira
said. “There were countless times
a story arc might be brought up or
discussed which I was not privy to
prior. That was always fun.”
One of the biggest reasons
some may not have switched
to digital is because the price
difference doesn’t exist. Digital
comics remain equally priced to
print copies, and many collectors
are still attracted to the potential
resale value of the physical comics.
“I think for the person interested
in the storytelling aspect of comics,
digital has value,” Pereira said.
“I can't even begin to count
the physical copies I might own,”
Pereira said of his own collection.
“I have the back of my storage unit
stocked with long boxes which come
up to about four feet in height.”
Pereira has made the switch
to digital comics for the sake of
convenience and to follow the
stories which he feels are more
important than the resale value.
Arnel Cayabyab has been
collecting comic books regularly for
a few years but subscribes with his
local comic book shop. Each month
the shops pulls the issues, to which

he is subscribed, and hold it for him
to pick up at a discount.
“Physical books look way better
on a shelf,” Cayabyab said. “I have
a soft spot for brick and mortar
stores that depend on middlemen
cash flow.”
There are concerns in the
comic book community that many
of these stores will die out with more
people switching to digital comics.
ComiXology addressed this
concern and showed respect to
comic shops by creating a service
that allows comic shops to set up
digital shops with ComiXology.
Part of the comic book
experience is being able to go to
stores and have conversations that
lead to readers finding new stories
to follow.
“At times I do miss it,” Pereira
said. “There were countless times
a story arc might be brought up or
discussed which I was not privy to
prior. That was always fun.”
Although Pereira admitted to
missing the scene, the convenience
of digital comics is too enticing.
“I think for the person interested
in the storytelling aspect of comics,
digital has value,” Pereira said.
One of the biggest reasons
some may not have switched to
digital is because the price difference
doesn’t exist. Digital comics remain
equally priced to print copies, and
many collectors are still attracted
to the potential resale value of the
physical comics..
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Japanese Americans
Rebuilding trust after World War II internment

“We were American citizens, and there were no charges,
and yet because of our appearance, because of our race, we

”

were considered a threat to national security.
–Japanese American actor George Takei, in a December 2015
interview with The Philadelphia Inquirer

Article by Jeffrey Velacion
Background photo: Flaherty Collection,
SJSU Special Collections & Archives

In February 1942, President Franklin D. Roosevelt
signed Executive Order 9066 that forced Japanese
Americans on the west coast from their homes and into
internment camps around the United States.
Japanese Americans were required to register
at check-in centers for the internment camps. San
Jose State University hosted a check-in center for
Japanese Americans living in San Francisco, San Jose
and Oakland.
Sisters Joan Murda and Lorraine Hirose, were
uprooted from their home in Redwood City by Executive
Order 9066.
“We were forced out of our homes and since my
parents were unable to receive and pay our bills, lost
our homes and most of our stuff,” Joan said. “We had
stuff that would be around $70,000 today.”
The family was sent to Arkansas. Their father was
separated from the family and was sent to North Dakota.
“We had to build our own shelter and furniture
out of crates and construction wood. Other than beds,
nothing else was given to us,” Lorraine said.
The camps were unbearable in hot weather.
Propaganda filled schools. Japanese American students

were not taught certain subjects out of fear that they
would give information to Japan. They were forbidden
to practice the Japanese language.
In 1944, Joan, Lorraine and their family relocated
to Texas after their camp was converted into a camp for
German Prisoners of War. They would remain in Texas
until Executive Order 9066 ended.
After they were released, the family stayed with a
Chinese American family in San Francisco until they
found a place of their own in Menlo Park. Their father
was able to get a job as an administrator for Stanford in
1948 until he retired in 1973.

Lorraine Hirose, at age 12, in 1941 before the attack on
Pearl Harbor. This piano was one of the few possessions
the family was able to keep/recover after internment
(Photo courtesy of the Hirose family)

The Inouye family in 1938. (From left to right) Lorraine (at age 9), Lillian, Sosuke and Janet. Most of the furniture pictured was either
confiscated, looted or sold while the family was taken to the camps (Photo courtesy of the Hirose family)

442nd Infantry Regiment
To avoid being interned in a camp, Japanese
Americans joined the United States’ 442nd Regimental
Combat Team or 100th Infantry Battalion to fight in the
European Theatre of WWII.
Victor Hirose, Lorraine’s husband, joined the
Regiment while the rest of his family relocated to a
camp in Wyoming.
Many Japanese American men were drafted into
service. If they refused, they went to prison.
Victor said they were treated like all of the other
soldiers. Victor was injured during battle and was
awarded the Purple Heart, a decoration given to soldiers
who are wounded or killed in battle.
Victor Maestas taught Japanese American students
history during WWII for 15 years.
“Imagine that you had to fight and die for a country
that is imprisoning your family and taking away
everything you had,” Maestas said. “Is that fair?”

Executive Order 9066 ended in 1946. Japanese
Americans had to rebuild their lives after losing their
businesses and property due to their inability to receive
and pay the bills to keep their equity.
According to Japanese American Museum in San
Jose, San Jose’s Japanese American collectively lost
about $3 billion. They had to sell their businesses,
homes and property for a cheap price for little or
nothing in return.
Things began to look up for those who lost
so much.
Norman Mineta became the mayor of San Jose in
1971. He was the first Japanese American mayor elected
to a major U.S. city.
President Gerald Ford signed Proclamation 4417,
“The American Promise,” which rescinded Executive
Order 9066 and apologized to the Japanese Americans.
The efforts to make amends by later presidents
continue today.
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San Jose sports

tr

Home runs, slap s

Base
Article and background photos by Matthew Dziak
Infographics by Kavin Mistry, Matthew Dziak and
Ines Ben Cheikh
SOURCES for STORY: Teams' Media Guides
(Sharks, Earthquakes, Giants)

San Jose Giants

America’s pastime has a rich history in San Jose. Dating
back to 1942 with the completion of the Municipal
Stadium, 10 minor league baseball teams have called
Municipal Stadium home over the 74-year history.

74 years of San
1942 San Jose
Owls begin
San Jose
Red Sox
1949, 1953
League
Champions

1958 San Jose
Pirates born,
affiliate of the
Pittsburgh Pirates

1974 Current Oakland
Athletics third base coach
Ron Washington played
shortstop for the San Jose
Bees as an affiliate of the
Kansas City Royals

1962 San Jose Bees return
baseball to San Jose where
outfielder Dick Simpson
leads team with 42 home
runs and 113 runs batted
en route to a League
Championship

1947 San Jose Red
Sox return after fouryear hiatus as an
affiliate of the Boston
Red Sox

1977 San Jose
Missions begin

1956–1957 San Jose Red Sox become
San Jose JoSox before relocating to
Las Vegas in 1958

Evolution of base
1942
The original design of baseball gloves had the fingers
exposed from the knuckle to the tip of the fingers and
only allowed for basic protection and not necessarily any
advantage fielding the ball

In this era, gloves featured a deep well surrounding the
palm but it did not have finger cut outs which made it
difficult for players to grasp the ball if it didn’t hit the
well flush
1947

ifecta
hots and gooooals

eball
The San Jose Owls called it home for the 1942 season
of the California League. The San Jose Giants began
its first season at Municipal Stadium in 1988 and are
the current Class-A affiliate of the San Francisco Giants
Major League Baseball team.

The San Jose Giants have been a model of consistency
in minor league baseball. From 2011-2015 the Giants
won 55 percent of its games (384-316 record) and
produced three-time MLB World Series players
Madison Bumgarner, Matt Cain and Buster Posey.

n Jose's pastime
San Jose Missions 1979 League Champions
led by Merced, Calif. native, outfielder Dave Henderson who went on
to have a 14-year-career in the majors. He also played for both the
Oakland Athletics and San Francisco Giants among three other teams
1983 San Jose Bees returns
as an unaffiliated team

1982 San Jose
Expos have
one season as
Montreal Expos
affiliate

1998 Giants win first league championship
and first for San Jose since 1979

1988 San Jose Giants are born.
Mark Leonard, Sunnyvale, Calif.
native and former De Anza
College baseball player, leads
the Giants with 15 home runs
and 118 runs batted in before
five seasons with the San
Francisco Giants
2004–2015 Recently, the San Jose Giants
have produced 13 players that have gone
on to win the World Series with the San
Francisco Giants (2010, 2012, 2014)
including 2014 World Series Most Valuable
Player Madison Bumgarner

eball gloves (smithsonianmag.com)
1949, 1953
With the problems from the previous era’s gloves, the
re-design featured a split separation of the middle and
ring finger to provide the ability to grasp the ball

This design is the most similar to what is used now.
These gloves feature a separate slot for each finger,
which is ideal in giving a player the ability to have fully
functional control of his or her hand when fielding
the ball
1956, 1957
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Hockey
San Jose Sharks

ago. Although a sport played on ice may not initially
seem like an attraction in northern California, the
Sharks finished the 2014–2015 season ranking
12th in attendance out of 30 teams in the National
Hockey League.

A sport where teeth are optional and fighting is
only penalized by a few minutes of penalty time,
professional hockey came to the South Bay 25 years

1991
1993–2001
2002-2013

1997

2001–2002
2005

2008–2010

April 8,2011
2011
2013
Feb. 5, 2015
Nov. 21, 2015

Looking back at the Sharks frenzy
1991 San Jose Sharks begin
playing at the Cow Palace in
Daly City
1993–2001 San Jose Sharks
begin playing at the San Jose
Arena in downtown San Jose
1997 Sharks draft 17-year-old
center Patrick Marleau, second
overall in NHL draft
2001–2002 San Jose Arena is
renamed to the Compaq Center.
Sharks win the team’s first division
championship

2002–2013 Compaq Center is
renamed the HP Pavilion.

2011 Sharks win fourth straight
division title

2005 Sharks trade for center
Joe Thornton

2013 HP Pavilion is renamed to
the SAP Center

2008–2010 Hall of Fame
defenseman Rob Blake plays
the final two seasons of his
career with the Sharks, leading
them to back-to-back division
championships

Feb. 5, 2015 Marleau becomes
the youngest player to play in his
1,300th NHL game (all with the
Sharks)

April 8, 2011 Thornton becomes
the 78th player in NHL history with
1,000 career points or more

Nov. 21, 2015 Marleau becomes
the 83rd player in NHL history with
1,000 career points or more

Soccer
San Jose Earthquakes

Vicious, intimidating creatures have been the norm
for professional sports mascots, but San Jose was
willing to innovate. San Jose named its soccer team the

Earthquakes after a San Jose Mercury News contest
had fans suggest the team be called the Earthquakes.
In 1974 the team’s general manager at the time, Dick
Berg, obliged.

1985-1988

1974
1994

1998

1993
April 6,1996

2001

May 12, 1996

1999
2003

2012

2006

2008
2015

The epicenter of San Jose soccer history
1974 San Jose Earthquakes begin
playing in the North American
Soccer League
1985–1988 Earthquakes join the
Western Soccer League
1988 Earthquakes sold and
renamed the Blackhawks
1993 Blackhawks renamed the
San Jose Hawks but fold after
the season
1994 Ownership awarded team
to play as the San Jose Clash
beginning in the 1996 season
April 6, 1996 San Jose Clash
defeat D.C. United 1-0 at
the inaugural Major League

Soccer game at San Jose State
University’s Spartan Stadium
May 12, 1996 San Jose Clash set
attendance record for a sporting
event in San Jose with 31,728
fans watching the Clash take
on the Los Angeles Galaxy at
Spartan Stadium
1999 Clash changes name to San
Jose Earthquakes
2001 Earthquakes defeated
Los Angeles Galaxy 2-1 to win
the MLS Cup with goals scored
by both Landon Donovan and
Dwayne De Rosario
2003 Earthquakes defeated
Chicago Fire 4-2 to win its second

MLS Cup Landon Donovan scores
two goals and named Man of the
Match
2006 San Jose Earthquakes
relocate to Houston and become
the Dynamo
2008 Earthquakes return to San
Jose and begin playing games at
Buck Shaw Stadium in
Santa Clara
2012 Earthquakes awarded MLS
Supporters’ Shield, finishing with
the best record in the league
during the regular season.
2015 Earthquakes begin playing
at Avaya Stadium
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Split

view

Local hikes offer a new perspective of urban skylines

Article and photos by Kimberly Johnson

The 1,253-foot plateau of St. Joseph’s Hill features
panoramic views of Lexington Reservoir, El Sereno, Sierra
Azul mountain range and Santa Clara Valley, including this
view of downtown San Jose

One of the biggest perks of living in the South Bay Area
is the short drive between my front door and raw, thriving
nature. Fifteen minutes to a few hours are all that separate
me from mountains, fields, beaches, forest, lakes and snow.
I find solace in hiking. When I depart from the
congestion of city life I can drive mere minutes and find
hiking trails where I can escape the stress of my life and the
suffocation of dense living.
Some trails are deep in the mountains and help me
forget the world I came from. I have realized some of my
favorite hikes are the ones with trails that ascend to hilltops
and mountain peaks on the outskirts of town, where I can
take in a sweeping view of the whole county and beyond.
When I am isolated in the natural beauty of a hiking
trail I discover the beauty of the urban skylines of the Bay.
I recently went on to Hilltop Vista. I passed and spoke
to all walks of life; a variety of ages and races, in shape,
out of shape, on bikes, with dogs, with kids, local and
out-of-towners.
When I got to the top I took pictures of this jawdropping view, as most people do. But why? If we
retreat into nature to rejuvenate our body, mind and
spirit, why would we be so obsessed with staring at
the exact place we retreated from? Could it be that
we find the cities just as beautiful as the nature
surrounding it?
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I met hiker Mary Stone, a freshman at University of
British Columbia, at the top of St. Joseph’s Hill. While I
was snapping photos she walked by and sat out in the open
field and began to meditate. When I was done with my
photography, I asked her why she came on this hike.
She said she likes to sit out in the sunshine, as opposed
to the cold wetness of Vancouver, and at Hilltop Vista she
can connect to the South Bay. She said her meditation, her
“outer view” as she called it, allows her to reflect on her
home, the South Bay. Stone said she likes hiking because
she finds satisfaction in what she can do.
Isn’t that why we like the view of the city skyline? Man
created each and every reservoir, home, school and office
building within view. The city is a reflection of our impact
on the earth and what man can do. It is completely opposite
to nature. Urban areas are developed, manipulated and
maintained. They are a stark contrast from the surrounding
nature — littered, populated, loud and smelly.
Regardless of these attributes, the cities skylines cannot
escape nature as hard as they try. The ever-changing cloud
formations, the sun, the moon, the stars and the bordering
mountain ranges constantly remind us that these urban
skylines were carved from the nature around it.
Bay Area hikes are the harmony of cities and nature
because we can observe the beauty of both while standing
in one place. Natural landscapes are beautiful because
man did not create them. Cityscapes are beautiful because
man did.

Trek into the wild
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Bird’s eye view

My favorite local hike is the
Hilltop Vista trail in St. Joseph’s
Hill Open Space Preserve. A dry
hillside that parallels Highway 17, the
Jones Trail has signs that point you to
St. Joseph’s Hill. The panoramic view
makes the intermittently steep hike to the
top worthwhile. Lexington Reservoir and
Highway 17 are to the south. The Santa
Cruz Mountains are to the west. Oh man
— it’s the reason why I go on the hike. All
of the Silicon Valley, even all the way to
San Francisco on an extremely clear day,
is to the north.
Famous for its unique photo opportunity,

Mission Peak

is a similar hike, but
much more rigorous. At the peak, most
hikers take a picture as they hang on the
“Mission Peeker.” The Mission Peeker
pole, erected in 1990, stands more than
six feet, with a steel tube with a time
capsule sealed inside. On a clear day,
you can see most of the Bay Area, and on
the clearest of days, you can see Sierra
Nevada Range 100 miles to the east.

Commune with nature

Castle Rock State Park and Big Basin
Redwoods State Park, just a short trip from
San Jose up Highway 9, are secluded in
the Santa Cruz Mountains.
Castle Rock is perfect for bouldering,
belaying and hikes with views of the
Pacific Ocean.
Big Basin has more than 10 miles of hiking
trails leading to various luscious waterfalls.
These parks have trails that help you
forget the woes of yesterday, allow you
to decompress and discover the beautiful
land you didn’t realize was so close.

ccess
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Look closer
SJSU graduate student Charlotte Orr doing
public outreach and surveying for the story
tree installation project at Hellyer County
Park. Photo by Stephen Smith

Interpreting our wild backyard

Article by Charlotte Orr
A group of advertising students at San Jose State University have
found a unique way to enhance a local park and trail. Students are
partnering with Santa Clara County Parks to create four “story trees”
The multi-use Coyote Creek Parkway Trail. Photo
by Ines Ben Cheikh

to be installed outside the Hellyer County Park visitor center, and
then spaced approximately one mile apart along the Coyote Creek
Parkway Trail ending at the Silver Creek Valley Road entrance.
The goal of these installations is to enhance the free guided creek
walks hosted by the park rangers and to engage trail users to
learn more about the local wildlife found along the Coyote Creek
Parkway Trail.
In Fall 2015, SJSU Advertising Professor John Delacruz
and his graduate assistants began phase one of the project.
This involved researching the natural history of the park and
surrounding area; conducting interviews with park maintenance

Ranger Jacob Waltemeyer discussing the proposed
story tree installations with the SJSU design team.
Photo by Ines Ben Cheikh

staff and rangers and conducting multi-lingual surveys in person
and online through social media channels.
Roughly 150 park users completed the survey to express
their preferences for new art installations, and the findings
confirmed that park and trail users did want to learn more
about the natural history and wildlife found in the area.
The next phase of this project started during the Spring
2016 semester involving a team of SJSU students who
are working to design the installations. The creation and
installation of the finished art pieces will be completed over
the Summer 2016 break.

Giant Leopard Moth caterpillar on the Coyote Creek
Parkway Trail. Photo by Charlotte Orr

See for yourself

Hellyer County Park
(408) 225-0225
parkinfo@prk.
sccgov.org
Hellyer County Park is a

354-acre urban park located
between San Jose and Morgan

Hill in the heart of Santa Clara

County’s regional park system.
Activities at Hellyer County

Park include an enclosed dog

park, a velodrome (a track
and arena for bicyclists),

playground, barbeque and
picnic areas, a disc golf course,

Cottonwood Lake and the
Coyote Creek Parkway Trail.

Hours: The park is open

year-round from 8 a.m. until
sunset. Vehicle entry fee is $6

collected year-round. Lessons

are also available at the

Coyote Creek, Our
Local Watershed
Coyote Creek is a river that

spans over 64-miles long.

It is the largest watershed

in Santa Clara County, with its
headwaters in Henry Coe Park,

running through Morgan Hill,
Gilroy, downtown San Jose and
into San Francisco Bay.

Coyote Creek watershed

is home for over one-half

million people who live, work
and visit the watershed. These

various creeks provide clean
drinking water, opportunities

How to get there
from SJSU
Take 280 S to 101 S, then

exit 380 to the right for Hellyer
Avenue.

Continue straight at the

stop sign to visit the dog park,
velodrome, or visitors center, or

turn left to enter the main park
and access the Coyote Creek
Parkway Trail.

Address:
985 Hellyer Ave.
San Jose, CA 95111

for recreation and provides

important riparian and aquatic
habitat for a wide variety of
plants and animals.

Velodrome.

Installation 1
First story tree

Located outside the
Hellyer County Park
Visitor Center

Installation 4
Fourth story tree

Installation 2
Second story tree

Located approximately
1 mile from the visitor
center

Installation 3
Third story tree

Located near the
Silver Creek Valley
Road trailhead.
Restrooms and free
parking available at
this location

Located at the trail
entrance behind a local
office building where
people start their
commute on bicycle
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Hit the trail
The Coyote Creek
Parkway Trail
The Coyote Creek Parkway
Trail is part of the Bay Area’s
longest trail systems and it is not
uncommon to see San Jose locals
using the trail on their commute
to work. The path is considered
“multiuse” which means hikers,
runners, dogs on leash, bicyclists
and equestrians must all share
the trail.

Sharing the Trail
Be considerate and keep dogs
on leash and under control at all
times. Respect our land, water
and wildlife by throwing away any
trash and cleaning up after your
dog. This idea of “leave no trace”
helps reduce pollution and keeps
our wild backyards and waterways
clean for all.
It is important to slow down and
communicate with other trail users
when passing. Remember: hikers
yield to equestrians, bicyclists yield
to everyone and downhill traffic
yields to uphill traffic. When in
doubt, yield.
Always be prepared to face
the elements when you are hiking
or spending time out in nature,
especially on hot summer days.
Hike earlier in the day before it
gets hot, wear sturdy shoes, bring

plenty of water and don't forget
to apply sun protection and insect
repellent. This will prevent illness
from dehydration, heat stroke,
injuries and discomfort from itchy
bug bites or blisters.
Try not to disrupt the local

Western Diamondback Rattlesnake.
Photo by Larry Smith/Flickr

wildlife. While some critters
become desensitized to human
activities, attempting to feed or pet
a wild animal could spell trouble
Blue Heron. Photo by David Slater/Flickr
for your safety and may harm
the health of our local wildlife
and ecosystem.
Take responsibility for your
safety by being mindful of your
surroundings. Remember that
being close to nature means
sharing the trail with wildlife,
including snakes and ticks.
Hike with a friend for safety,
watch where you tread and
stay on the trail to avoid
unnecessary encounters
with wildlife.
Bobcats in Santa Clara County. Photo by Marcel
Lastly, enjoy! The
Holyoak/Flickr
Coyote Creek Parkway
Trail is ours to use and
rejoice in. The benefits of
nature are enormous, so
get outside and cherish
this marvelous wild
slice of nature.
ccess
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Gopher Snake. Photo by Kanaka Menehune/Flickr

life
apps?

What’s

without

Article and photo illustration by Raven Swayne
It seems every day there is a new app for what used to
be hands-on activities. We’ve become more dependent
on the functions of apps more than ourselves.
I’ve been watching a lot of packing videos online
lately because I am preparing for an end of the semester
trip, and I want to become an expert packer before
summer comes around. After watching a few videos,
I noticed a lot of the YouTubers were mentioning one
specific app, Stylebook.
Stylebook is an app that does many things dealing
with fashion but a main feature of the app is that it can
essentially choose outfits for you out of your own closet.
All you have to do is photograph each piece from your
closet or find clothes that you own straight from the
websites provided by the app.
I know, we all got a quick throwback thought to
Clueless when Cher wake up to her wardrobe on a
computer screen. This sounds amazing at first but after
that burst of interest and excitement, you should ask
yourself, “why in the world do you need an application
to pick your outfits for you” if you can easily walk to
your closet and pick it by hand.
This kind of dependency on technology can get
overwhelming at times. When you think about it,
what can you do in your everyday life without the
help of technology? Howard Gardner and Katie Davis

generation.” While they focus more on the idea of this
generation always searching for the newest app to get
us to the next level they still address the issue of appdependency being a problem.
Most of us can’t find our way to the nearest mall
because we don’t memorize any routes thanks to
Google Maps. We can’t keep track of daily meetings or
activities because we depend on our phone calendar
to give us that friendly reminder. Some people even
trust an app to have all of their debit and credit card
information because they have trouble remembering
their information or they see it as an inconvenience to
carry their own cards around.
Maybe it’s just me, but I worry more about my
information being hacked online rather than something
happening to my personal information on my walk
to school.
So much good has come out of the rise of technology,
especially in the medical field and the sports world, but
we should never have anything in excess. Davis and
Gardner said that “Youths should, themselves find ample
opportunity to put apps ‘in their place’ rather than ‘all
over the place.’” Apps are useful for many things but we
shouldn't rely on them for everything.

ccess
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discuss app-dependency in their study about this “app
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Technology innovations
in

health care

continue to thrive

The future has arrived
with 3D printed
prosthetics
3D printing is a process that
creates layers and layers of a
solid objects from digital files.
Thousands of physically unique
children and adults around the
globe have been greatly impacted
by the invention. UNYQ is a
prosthetic company who reported
that most of its clients are men
and women from the U.S. military.
From 2003 to 2013, 13,000 U.S.
soldiers who returned from Iraq or
Afghanistan suffered an extreme
injury. 3D printed prosthetics
have made it possible for these
heroes to enjoy the simple things
in life such as picking up a nice
cold drink or going for stroll to
the park. Amputees are allowed
to design their own artificial limbs
by choosing different colors
and materials. This “life saving”
machine can create prosthetic
limbs in a day while the process
to make a regular prosthetic limb
can take weeks or months.

Article by Marquerite Tuufuli

Throughout history, technology
in the medical field has advanced
to cure diseases and lead patients
to a healthier lifestyle. According to
the Advanced Medical Technology
Association, over the past 30 years
medical technology has increased
the U.S. life expectancy by
five years.
With just one click, American
health professionals can track
down immunizations and
learn more about a patient’s
health history.
Megan Cooper is an Oncology
Nurse at Palo Alto Medical
Foundation. An oncology nurse
is a registered nurse, or an RN,
who monitors a patient’s health
to educate patients and families
about their diagnosis. Cooper has
been in the health industry for
seven years and has worked for
Stanford Health Care for nearly
three years.
“Having technology is really
helpful with medication dispensing
because it cuts down on error
information. It really reduces

the risk of harm and error to the
patient,” Cooper said.
After going on a mission trip to
Kenya in 2003, Cooper discovered
nursing was her passion. She
worked with the orphanage, school,
local community and hospital, and
loved helping others during times
of hardship.
“During the times we worked
in a hospital to help the patients,
it was the days I loved the most.
Everyone else in the group hated
the experience because it was
so hard, but to me it was lifechanging,” Cooper said. “I was
able to help people who couldn’t
help themselves and it changed
my life.”
Technology has allowed
Cooper to become a leader.
“My goal is to ensure patients
have the information and support
they need throughout their entire
cancer experience from diagnosis
through treatment,” Cooper said.
The advancement of
computers has raised information
gathering to a new level and
Cooper said it has made significant
improvements.

Charts are now electronic,
which means nurses no
longer have to wrestle through
paperwork to access patient
information. A patient’s personal
medical information is now
entered into computer databases
allowing health professionals to
better understand and manage
patient needs.
Throughout her career,
Cooper said patient monitoring
has greatly benefited both health
professionals and patients. The
Heart Foundation reported that
720,000 heart attacks occur in
the U.S. each year. With the
prevalence of cardiovascular
disease, technology has advanced
through monitoring systems such
as an electrocardiogram, or EKG.
This test traces the amount of
strength and timing of electrical
signals as they pass through the
heart. An EKG reveals detailed
information about the heart
and assists in the diagnosis of

birth defects in heart rate and
blood flow.
“A patient can wear an
electrocardiogram at home and a
nurse can see it from work to track
how the patient is doing and to
make sure their heart is working
properly,” Cooper said.
From medical device
innovations to numerous apps,
technology is helping make
healthcare more convenient
for patients and families. With
simple everyday devices such
as smartphones and laptops,
communication barriers between
doctors and patients lessens.
As technology evolves for
the better, so does our health
care system. The advancements
of technology has helped health
care reach outside of hospitals and
into our homes. Medical tools are
improving and the health industry
expects the new advancements to
continue to thrive.

Wearable technology
changes the game
Imagine if your socks,

gloves or shirt had the ability
to monitor your vital signs.

Sounds pretty cool right? This
technological advancement

has become increasingly

popular since 2012. The Ralph
Lauren Polo Tech shirt is an

example of this smart clothing.
Silver-coated fibers have been

implemented inside the shirt to
stream live health data such as
distance, calories and stress
rate to a smartphone.

Sources:
www.wexhealthinc.com/
healthcare-trends-institute/
medical-technology-spendingmore-questions-than-answers/
apigee.com/about/pressrelease/2015-apigee-institutedigital-impact-survey-findssmartphones-and-apps-are
www.healthcareitnews.com/
news/more-80-percent-docsuse-ehrs
emedcert.com/blog/wearablesstatistics-future-of-healthcare
www.healthleadersmedia.com/
technology/how-tablets-areinfluencing-healthcare

Infographic by Marquerite Tuufuli
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The Bay Area’s reputation of being a factory
of cool is maintained in part by the formation and
use of slang.
According to “Slang: the People’s Poetry”
by Michael Adams, slang is “a linguistic practice
rooted in social needs and behaviors, mostly the
complementary needs to fit in and to stand out.”
Local identity plays a role in language
choice, which reflects those competing needs to
be unique and just like everyone else. In other
words, slang satisfies the need to be cool.
Listicles espousing Bay slang’s virtues are a
dime a dozen online. Writer Matt Powers’ roundup of Bay Area terms for Thought Catalog is a
sample of the most useful of some 100 words
and phrases that have their origins somewhere
in the Bay.
“The reality is the Bay Area has some of the
most unique vernacular in the United States,”
Powers writes. “And when used properly, it’ll
make your life easier and more fun.”
The first on any list is “hella,” a shortened
form of the phrase “a hell of (a lot).” By
shortening to two syllables, hella is given new
linguistic power, serving as both an adverb (I’m
hella tired) and an adjective (They bought hella
food). Its inception into our collective social
consciousness is unknown, but the usage of
the phrase has grown in popularity over the last
two decades.
Some phrases keep their Bay Area
attributions, while the origins of others fade from
popular memory. “Fasho” is an example of slang
whose origins seem to have been forgotten. A
shortcut for the affirmative “for sure,” this phrase
has gained near ubiquity in the U.S.
“Tryna” takes abbreviation to the extreme,
separating completely from the source phrase.
“Tryna” is a mashup of the verb “trying (to),” but
instead of indicating actual effort, it is a substitute
for desire. “Tryna” replaces phrases such as “I
want to” or “would you like to,” and is arguably
one of the newest slang terms from the Bay.
Whether it’s about wordplay, standing out or
just tryna communicate, slang can be an entry
point into a location’s community for locals and
transplants alike.

Hella

fasho

swoop

whip
Tryna
laying with words
How the Bay Area became a
linguistic powerhouse
Article by Raechel Price

Illuminating Change
Article and photo by Jennifer Gonzalez

As a part of an initiative from the Office of Cultural
Affairs, “Illuminating Downtown San Jose” is intended
to create an animated, engaged and interactive lighting
project for the San Jose community.
Located underneath the California State Route
87, “Sensing You” on Santa Clara Street and “Sensing
Water” on San Fernando Street have become gateways
of light connecting downtown with local neighborhoods.
Washington artist Dan Corson was commissioned
by the City of San Jose to enhance the pedestrian
experience in a unique and exciting way. Corson utilized
the surrounding nature for inspiration in this project.
“Sensing Water” was constructed in lieu of the
water crisis occurring in California to raise awareness
by merging the issue with technology.
“San Jose was once known as the Valley of Heart’s
Delight and was a very productive agricultural area

supported by rich soil and abundant access to water,”
Corson said. “Now the only source of water is the
‘Guadalupe River/Los Gatos Creek.’”
Corson partnered with Google AccuWeather to
allow the LED lights to change the color palettes and
movements as the sensors pick up weather changes.
Located near the SAP Center, “Sensing You”
includes over a 1,000 painted circles and 81 illuminated
“auras.” It was inspired by raindrops and the ripples
they make in water.
Corson included sensors in this installation that
trigger the artwork to change sequences of color palettes
whenever bicyclists or pedestrians pass through.
“I was interested in making visible the idea
that action can affect change,” Corson explained. “I
especially enjoy when people make the connection that
their movement causes the environment to change.”

To demonstrate how simple change
can be achieved, this installation
can also be controlled by anyone
with a smartphone. By simply
playing Ingress, an augmented
reality online game, people can
view who is in control of the
lighting sequences and watch the
change occur.
ccess
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Oh,

the places painting
will Gogh

Animation for the movie began Jan. 12, 2015.
Producer Hugh Welchman told Artdependence
Painting requires a medium and a surface. The
Magazine in November 2015 they hoped the film would
tools used range from fingers to pallet knives and the
be ready for release by the end of the year. Welchman
surfaces vary from walls to canvases. This approach
said they chose 51 artists from 600 applicants. Despite
to producing art and conveying a message has existed
their best efforts, painting has yet to be completed. A
since humans were huddled in dark caves. It has since
new release date has not been set.
transformed in form and in function.
More artists have been hired
This year, it will evolve once again
since then and are still needed to
when cinematic technology breathes
spread the workload of painting this
new life into dried paint.
enormous project until August 2016.
Polish director Dorota Kobiela’s
Painting is only one obstacle.
trailer for “Loving Vincent” is
“To try to effectively storyboard
circulating on various communication
the artwork and the letters, to
platforms around the world. The much
actually bridge that together so that
anticipated film will make history as
it’s a good narrative, is a heck of a big
the first oil-paint animated featureworkload,” said Christine Guzzetta,
length film.
SJSU film instructor. “You want it
‘“Loving Vincent’ is an investigation
all to be consistent and have the
delving into the life and controversial
same meaning.”
death of Vincent van Gogh, one of the
For this film artists use Painting
Photo credit: flic.kr/p/6zP73i
world’s most beloved painters, told by
Animation Work Stations created and
Vincent van Gogh's most
his paintings and by the characters
patented by BreakThru Productions,
famous paintings include
that inhabit them,” reads the synopsis
that allow artists to work comfortably
many self-portraits, such
on the film’s website.
as this one on display at
and simultaneously with other
the
Van
Gogh
Museum
in
According to the website, “Loving
painters to achieve continuity between
Amsterdam, "Starry Night"
Vincent” features more than 120 of
paintings. PAWS expedites the
and "Sunflowers"
van Gogh’s most famous paintings
animation process to accommodate
and styles depicting a plot generated by events detailed
the tall order of paintings.
in 800 letters between van Gogh and significant people
This technology is the lung that breathes life of cinema
in his life. One of his last letters, written to his brother,
into these canvases. The combination of Kobiela’s
inspired Kobiela to create the film.
vision, paintings and cinema equipment created a new
“He said we can only speak through our paintings,”
perspective on history and art. Filmmakers have a new
Kobiela told Voice of America English News. “And
method to tell their stories. Painters have a new outlet
these words were very important for me and they were
for their talents and can show a large body of work in
actually the reason we are making this film like that.”
minutes. “Loving Vincent” will fuse paint and film as a
new muse for creators and artists to come.
ccess
Article and background photo by Kimberly Johnson
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Frame by frame

Painting by Kimberly Johnson

This acrylic painting represents 1 minute of film, where each square represents one

painting, highlighting 12 frames per second, larger squares at the top, followed by the
other 708 smaller squares. This 88-minute biopic will be comprised of 720 individual oil
paintings per minute.

The “Loving Vincent” press kit states, “Every one of the 62,450 frames of the film is

an oil-painting hand painted by 85 professional oil painters who travelled from all across

Europe to the Loving Vincent studios in Poland and Greece to be a part of the production.”
Film website: lovingvincent.com
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Global beauty through
the eyes of women
Article and photos by Marquerite Tuufuli

Look around. Observe. See the beauty in the people around you that
comes from all over the world. In the Bay Area, international beauty is not
hard to discover. It is found in the texture of our hair, in the language we
speak and in the clothing we wear.
In 2015, United States Census Bureau data reported that the Bay Area
contains five of the top 10 most diverse cities in the nation. These cities
include San Jose, Richmond, Hayward, Santa Clara and Stockton. With a
high population of 7.1 million, each cultural community introduced the Bay
Area to something new. Thousands of locals descend from cultures that
illustrate their own perception of beauty. What is the standard of beauty in
other cultures around the world?

Monica Mataela | Polynesia

In the Middle East, a woman who
practices modesty in her daily lifestyle
and carries herself with good integrity
is considered beautiful. As for physical
characteristics, President of Middle
Eastern Professionals Hanan Jomaa
said a woman with a bigger physique
resembles wealth.
“In the past, superficially speaking,
beauty was defined as having a heavier
stature, not necessarily overweight, but
having more meat on yourself or being
rather curvy,” Jomaa said.
With the impact of social media,
such as Instagram, Jomaa said the
Middle Eastern perception of beauty
has become more Westernized. She
described the ideal woman today as tall
with a thin frame with “the white girl tan”
and plump lips.
The beauty of Middle Eastern men
is based on their success. Did he finish
college? Did he pursue a career that
earns a good salary? Does he come
from a good family? The ideal man is
someone who is described as tall, dark
and handsome and answers ‘yes’ to the
aforementioned questions.

Hanan Jomaa | Palestine

Throughout the Polynesian Islands, the perception
of beauty is defined through cultural dance movements,
humility toward others and faith in God.
Tattoos are a symbol of beauty. In the Polynesian
culture, tattoos have signified beauty for centuries.
For the South Pacific Islanders, specifically Samoans,
tattoos were only seen on the son or daughter of a
high chief. The high chief is one who leads the village
and family.
“Its beautiful designs are very detailed, telling the history
of one's village. It tells the story of the land, family and
God,” said Audrey Wendt, a sociology student at Santa Rosa
Junior College.
The traditional tattoo consists of geometric patterns,
straight lines and sharp edges that run from the back down
to the knees.
“It is a very hard and painful process but represents
strength and humility,” Wendt said.
On the other hand, tattoos in the Middle Eastern
culture are forbidden. For both men and women, Jomaa
said, stepping out of the norm and having body piercings
and tattoos is “critically frowned upon.”
Nature is also valued for its beauty in the Polynesian
culture, as accessories made from coconut, wood or turtle
shell are commonly worn by women. Wendt explained the
accessories are worn to enhance a woman’s beauty like
many other cultures.
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The Indian culture the
idea of beauty relies on the
fashion of traditional clothing
and practices. Joia Mehte is a
dance instructor at the Indian
Community Center in Milpitas.
“Beauty is having a
proportionate body and how
they wear their clothes. The
Sari is beautiful. It’s worn in
different ways in the Indian
culture,” Mehte said.
The Sari is a bright colored
garment that is draped around
a woman’s physique. It is made of
cotton or silk material and it gives
the Indian woman a luxurious
appearance, thus bringing out
her natural charm.
The nose ring is another
symbol of Indian beauty. In certain
states in India, women wear a
nose ring because it indicates
that she is married.

Kala Murali | India
“Males like when they see
an Indian woman wear a nose
ring which is why when you
watch Indian movies you will
notice that a lot of the actresses
are wearing one,” said Pradeep
Bele, a volunteer at the Fremont
Hindu Temple.
It is also believed that a
woman’s nose ring brings good
luck to her husband.

In African culture, accessories are worn
on a regular basis.
“Gold is the number one accessory worn
among all tribes in Eritrea,” said Zemzem
Khiar, a psychology major at SJSU who was
born in Eritrea, a country located in East Africa.
Khiar described African beauty as a woman
who wears gold jewelry, braided hair, a
modest traditional dress and a shawl. “In
Eritrea the standard of beauty relies on
the women looking feminine, respectable,
soft spoken and well-mannered,”
Khiar said. African men are
expected to be tall, strong,
and masculine.

Aurora Mamea hails from the Black
Feet Native American tribe. According
to Mamea, beautiful Native American
women carry themselves with great
confidence and humility.
“Beauty is having a beautiful spirit
that God Creator would want you to
have. The spirit of first and foremost
love, kindness, honesty, gentleness,
generosity and respect for others”
said Mamea.
In addition, long black or brown hair
is an important physical characteristic
for Native American women. Whether
it’s flowy, straight, or curly, long
hair represents cultural unity and is
sometimes used as a spiritual offering.

Aurora M

amea | C
entral U

nited Sta

tes

International beauty is seen

everywhere we turn. The Bay Area is
flooded with thousands of different

cultures from around the world. The

diversity that comes from these cultures
is what makes the Bay Area a beautiful

Zemzem Khiar | Africa

place to call home.

Clean
those eyebrows, bro
Article by Francisco Franco

Don’t compliment just her smile, compliment
her eyebrows too. But if you do, make sure yours are
nicely shaped as well.
Over the past few years eyebrows seem to have
become a woman’s pride and joy.
No longer do men wait on women to fix their
hair or choose an outfit, they wait on them to make
sure their eyebrows are powdered and symmetrical.
“How do my eyebrows look?” has
become something men in relationships hear
quite frequently.
Like many women, 26-year-old San Francisco
Bay Area resident Rafaela Fontilla places a vast
amount of importance on her eyebrows and said
men should too.
“If men do their eyebrows, they’re clean,” Fontilla
said. “They actually value themselves. They care
about cleanliness.”
While Fontilla might have an extensive nine step
eyebrow routine which includes plucking unwanted
hairs, brushing brow pomade on to her eyebrows,
filling in the inner brow and so on, she doesn’t
recommend that men do all of this.

“Guys should just clean their eyebrows,” Fontilla
said. “I mean, you don’t want a unibrow, and at the
very least you should be also cleaning the bottom of
the eyebrows.”
This is all great advice, but the problem is
most men don’t often know how to properly clean
their eyebrows.
“For the first time, men should research it on
YouTube, articles online or DIY websites,” Fontilla
said. “If you’re willing to spend money you can go to
a professional, but ask for tips so you can eventually
do it yourself.”
Yes, it can be scary for a man to walk into a beauty
salon full of women, but there are also some places
solely targeted toward men.
Grooming Lounge, a male retailer and salon,
reported a 33 percent increase in male eyebrow waxes
in the second half of 2014 alone, and online sales of
their top selling eyebrow trimmer grew 300 percent
from 2013 to 2015.
“If a man is going to groom up there, he should
also groom down there,” Fontilla said.
But that, my friend, is an entirely
different discussion.

ccess
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From one head to another
Article and photos by Kimberly Johnson

Y

ou can dye it, you can
style it and you can
cut it. The hair on our
assorted heads may
not grow the shade or
style we want, but for some, it may
not grow at all. Since I have long hair,
people often ask if I plan to donate. I
had been asked that question so often
that I finally donated 18 inches of my
blonde locks for the first time in 2011.
Medical baldness has several
causes. Surprisingly, cancer is only
the second most common cause of
hair loss for wig recipients. Patients
living with alopecia areata, an
autoimmune disorder that stops
production of hair follicles, are the
primary recipients. Burns, trauma,
trichotillomania, which is compulsive
and repetitive hair pulling, and other
autoimmune disorders also cause
medical baldness. For some of these
recipients, a hair piece can make life
a little easier.
Alopecia is one of the main
reasons I donated and will continue
to in the future. My grandmother
has alopecia and has worn fabulous

wigs my whole life. At a young age, I
became familiar with her wig stand
whenever I used her bathroom and
noticed her never-changing hair
color and style. At some point I
realized someone had to donate
hair to make her wig. I wanted to
be that person and now, with my
donations, I can help someone
like her get the hair she needs to
feel normal.
The main characteristics hair
donation organizations seek are
natural, long and healthy hair. Well, I
have never dyed my hair, I generally
keep it to the middle of my back and I
own but rarely use hot tools. Perfect!
I went for a haircut one day and
decided, then and there to donate
it. I donated an 18-inch ponytail to
Pantene Beautiful Lengths.
Five years have gone by and
my hair is longer now than it was
before my first donation.
I did some digging and found
the truth behind many misguided
rumors about these organizations
and how my hair donation might
have been used. I also discovered

how

little

others

actually understand
about donating hair—
sometimes unknowingly
sabotaging
their
own donation.
Regardless if you
donate to Locks of
Love, Wigs for Kids,
Children With Hair
Loss or Pantene
Beautiful Lengths,
the hair requirements
are
similar.
Hair donations
that are unfit for use
because they are too
short, gray, colored,
damaged or came
apart in transit are
sold to third parties
to offset the cost of
production. Some
take issue with
this, but without
these funds, the
charities could
not spend the
thousands of
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dollars it takes to make a single wig.
Wigs for Kids claims its prostheses
are valued at $1,800 and Locks of
Love said its hair pieces are retail
valued between $3,500 and $6,000.
Wigs for Kids, the first and
oldest charity of its kind, and Locks
of Love are two of the most popular
hair donation charities. Wigs for
Kids, Locks of Love and CWHL
specialize in producing custom wigs
for children suffering from medical
hair loss, and I wanted to see if there
was another organization helping a
different audience.
I found that organization on a
shampoo bottle. Pantene Beautiful
Lengths is not only a lesser known
organization that needs support,
but they are the only one of these
four that makes hairpieces for
adults. Pantene Beautiful Lengths
has teamed up with American
Cancer Society to donate wigs to
women suffering from various types
of cancer. It has received 800,000
donations to date and donated

42,000 wigs to the American Cancer
Society wig bank.
There is a lot of love and labor
that goes into a charitable wig, so
not just anybody can get one and
sometimes they must be purchased.
Anyone who is interested in
receiving a wig from one of these
groups must apply. Ultimately,
these organizations want to
make sure the most deserving
patients receive free wigs first,
based on the disorder or disease
severity and financial need. Some
organizations even require letters
of recommendation.
While Wigs for Kids, CWHL
and Pantene Beautiful Lengths,
will always give their hair pieces
away for free, others, such as
Locks of Love, distribute some of
their prostheses for free and some
on a sliding scale where those who
can afford the custom wig will pay
for it. This helps offset the cost of
production and free hair pieces.

MINIMUM
DONATION
LENGTH

HAIR

REQUIREMENTS

Pantene
& CWHL

8"

I feel so fortunate to have such
long, thick, naturally blonde hair.
I am flattered when someone asks
if I am going to donate. If someone
likes my hair that much, chances
are someone with hair loss would
like my hair even more. I aim to give
two feet of hair in my next donation,
hopefully soon. My goal is to donate
enough times to theoretically
make one wig. It will be a long and
tedious process, but that is nothing
compared to the stress and pain of
sickness and hair loss.
Hair generally grows half
an inch a month. The minimum
requirement to donate of the
organizations I mentioned is 8
inches. It takes several donations,
as few as 6, to make just one wig. So
if you don’t dye your hair and you
let it grow long and strong, join the
cause. Let it grow as long as you can
and donate it.

ABSOLUTELY

NO

BLEACH,
CHEMICAL DYES

Locks of
Love

10"

OR DREADS.

Wigs for
Kids

12"

Pantene, Locks of Love
and CWHL
accept gray hair.

Unsplash via canva.com
Not just any hair is accepted. Make sure your hair meets the cut!

However,

ccess
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Between

6 and 30
donations
are
needed for

one wig

Prepare your hair
All these charities have
recommendations to promote
healthy hair growth and maintenance.
From my experience, and the advice
I have been given, there are a few
simple habits that can help ensure
your hair will grow healthy and long.
First and foremost, don’t wash
your hair every day. Over-cleansing
your hair strips it of vital nutrients
and dries it out. When washing
your hair, always use conditioner.
I wash my hair every three days
or so.
I try not to wear my hair up
too often to prevent breakage.
Even a simple ponytail can cause
hair loss around your hairline and
break at the shaft. Wearing my hair
up hurts my scalp. The tightness
and/or the weight of my hair pulls
on the roots and causes my head
to feel tender by the end of the
day. This is why I generally braid
my hair— something I have gotten
quite good at.
Above all, if you time your
schedule right, you never need
to blow dry your hair. Try to find
a way to let your hair air dry and
style it afterwards. If and when
you use hot tools, try to always
use some sort of moisturizer like
a leave-in conditioner to protect
your hair from the harsh damage
of hot tools that can heat up to a
scalding 400℉ or higher. Heat like
that burns your skin. What do you
think it is doing to your hair?

Infographic created with piktochart by Kimberly Johnson
From start to finish donating your hair is easy. With a few simple steps your hair will
become a source of comfort for one happy recipient

More ponytails will always be donated than wigs actually produced from them.
These organizations can’t prevent unacceptable donations. If the donation is
trimmed because the hair is brittle and becomes too short, the donation will be
rejected. If your hair is shorter than the requirement, it will also be rejected. If
more people thought about this before cutting their hair, they could ensure their
donations will actually be used.
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STRIVRing
for

perfection

Virtual reality revolutionizes the sports world

Article and background photos by Matthew Dziak

Sports leagues generate billions of dollars in revenue
annually, so seeking a competitive edge is nothing
groundbreaking.
While the illegal use of performance enhancing
drugs has been an epidemic facing leagues in recent
decades, the rapid evolution of technology is providing
a competitive edge that is considered fair and open for
all to use.
Studying game film has been synonymous with
football since the 1950s when Cleveland Browns’ Hall
of Fame Head Coach Paul Brown first used film to scout
upcoming opponents.
Hours of rewinding, pausing and reviewing plays to
pick up on a team’s tendencies is a staple for all coaches’
ability to devise a game plan.
Game film is not the only kind of film reviewed by
football teams. Coaches implement video cameras raised
above the field to capture practice, the “eye in the sky.”
Over the past few years a revolution has begun to
change how practice is filmed and studied.
“STRIVR isn't going to help you throw a tighter
spiral, but that's not what sets you apart as a great
quarterback,” said Vice President of Product for STRIVR
Andrew Wasserman. “It's your ability to process a lot of
information very quickly and make the right decision
under a tremendous amount of pressure.”
STRIVR Labs, or Sports Training in Virtual Reality,
uses helmet cameras at practice to film what will be

shown in a panoramic view seen while wearing a virtual
reality mask.
After practice a quarterback places the mask over
his eyes, which is hooked up to a monitor screen. After
placing the mask over the eyes, the player can watch the
review of the play from a first person perspective. This
point of view allows a player to review plays in real time
within his own visual sight line and process information
at a quicker rate according to STRIVR.
The Stanford Cardinal football team, first utilized
this technology after Derek Belch, a kicker on the team
in 2007, started the idea after taking a course in virtual
human interaction.
This aims to help a player process and learn more
quickly than through watching standard aerial view film
according to STRIVR.
“Year one at Stanford was just getting our feet wet,
so it was difficult to see how effective it really was,” Belch
said. “But when players started using it more at the end
of the season and we saw on-field results, that told me
that we had a chance.”
Belch developed the device two years ago as an
assistant on the Stanford football staff under Head
Coach David Shaw.
“Coach Shaw is arguably the reason I ultimately
decided to start the company,” Belch said. “He
essentially mandated that I leave coaching and start
STRIVR, which told me a lot about what he thought
of the product and the potential impact it could have
on football.”

Using a STRIVR headset device, a quarterback is

able to review footage from practice in a first-person
perspective to help the player read the defense.

Photo in frame by Kavin Mistry

Infographics on pages 11 and 12 by Kavin Mistry

Among college football teams, the Clemson Tigers
and Stanford Cardinals are STRIVR’s two biggest users
according to Wasserman.
In 2015, Clemson’s offense averaged 514.5 yards and
38.5 points per game. Compare that to 2014, without
STRIVR, when Clemson averaged 408.3 yards and 30.8
points per game.
Stanford saw its 2015 offensive production increase
to 435.4 yards and 37.8 points per game compared to
388.6 yards and 27.2 points per game in 2014.
“We certainly won't claim causation, but there was
a nice correlation this past fall between the teams who
used STRIVR the most and the teams who had great
seasons,” Wasserman said.
Clemson finished 2015 with a 14-1 record, falling 4540 to Alabama in the College Football Playoff National
Championship game, and finished second in overall
rankings. Meanwhile Stanford finished 12-2, defeating
Iowa 45-16 in the Rose Bowl.
Located in Menlo Park, Calif., STRIVR is also
used in basketball, hockey, baseball and soccer with
professional teams such as the Washington Wizards of
the National Basketball Association and Washington
Capitals of the National Hockey League.
“Professional sports require way more smarts
than most fans probably realize,” Wasserman said.
“While football was a natural starting point given the
background of our team, we've since found success

Continued on page 42

beyond the gridiron.”
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winners (Arizona Cardinals and

In the NFL, STRIVR joins other

Minnesota Vikings).

technological advancements teams

“STRIVR won't replace traditional

use to gain an edge in preparation.

endzone and sideline film study,

The Microsoft Surface tablet

in fact, STRIVR is much more of a

has a deal with NFL with Sideline

training tool than a film study tool,”

Viewing System App that allows

Wasserman said. “When you put the

for immediate film and photos of
the game to be reviewed by coaches

headset on and look around, you are

Graphic by Ines Ben Cheikh

and players. The Surface’s touch

'virtually' standing in the exact spot
you were on the practice field.”

and draw features allows coaches to

According

instruct players during
defensive coverages that
need adjustments.
Prior

to

the

implementation of the

Wasserman, STRIVR

STRIVR for the win

the game of plays and

is not limited to the
quarterback position in

How the numbers stack up
in STRIVR’s favor

football. Additionally,
linebackers and defensive
backs use STRIVR for

Surface tablets in 2014,

their preparation against

teams relied on print out

stadium that were limited
to still shots and were not
immediately delivered.
However, STRIVR’s
immersive

approach

opposing offenses.

2014

vs

2015

Without STRIVR

Offense

With STRIVR

pictures from cameras
positioned at the top of the

Points per
game

Rank

19.4
17.7
20.3

24
28
20

CARDINALS
JETS
VIKINGS

Points per
game

Rank

30.6
24.2
22.8

2
11
16

that brings a player’s

NFL the San Francisco
49ers, Arizona Cardinals,
Minnesota

Vikings,

New York Jets and
Dallas Cowboys all use

vs

2015

Without STRIVR

Defense

With STRIVR

Points per
game

Rank

2015 had a 43-37 record
including two division

Vikings, all finished in
the top nine among scoring
defenses last season.
Linebackers and
defensive

backs,

18.7
21.4
25.1

5
11
24

CARDINALS
JETS
VIKINGS

quarterback’s eyes as

Points per
game

Rank

19.3
18.7
19.6

7
5
9

well as the offensive
line protection in their
peripheral while covering
an area on the field.
The

game

may

be played on the field
but setting a team up

STRIVR. Combined, the
teams using STRIVR in

the Cardinals, Jets and

coverage, will read the

2014

elevates its potential
a tool for success. In the

Top users of STRIVR,

specifically in zone

perspective full circle
among competitors as

to

Correlation not causation
Source: www.sports-reference.com

for victory is made off
the field.
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Photo by Dan Fenstermacher

San Jose City Hall Rotunda
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Photo by Dan Fenstermacher

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Library
Photo by Dan Fenstermacher

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Library is located at San Jose State
University. It is the first joint use library in the United States. This
means it is shared by both SJSU students, as the university's main
library,
andby
theMagCloud
public. for T. Mitchell. Get more at sjsu-jmc.magcloud.com.
Prepared

